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A LOWER BOUND FOR THE LEAST PRIME IN AN ARITHMETIC
PROGRESSION
JUNXIAN LI, KYLE PRATT, AND GEORGE SHAKAN
Abstract. Fix k a positive integer, and let ` be coprime to k. Let p(k, `) denote the
smallest prime equivalent to ` (mod k), and set P (k) to be the maximum of all the
p(k, `). We seek lower bounds for P (k). In particular, we show that for almost every
k one has P (k) φ(k) log k log2 k log4 k/ log3 k, answering a question of Ford, Green,
Konyangin, Maynard, and Tao. We rely on their recent work on large gaps between
primes. Our main new idea is to use sieve weights to capture not only primes, but
also small multiples of primes. We also give a heuristic which suggests that
lim inf
k
P (k)
φ(k) log2 k
= 1.
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1. Introduction
Fix a positive integer k and let ` be coprime to k. Let p(k, `) denote the smallest
prime equivalent to ` modulo k, and define
P (k) := max
(`,k)=1
p(k, `).
Linnik [13] proved the remarkable upper bound P (k)  kL, where L > 0 is a
fixed constant. Subsequent authors improved upon the value of L, including Chen [1],
Graham [8], Heath-Brown [10], Jutila [14], Pan [18], and Wang [25]. Recently Xylouris
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[27] showed that L ≤ 5.18, following a method of Heath-Brown. Chowla [2] observed
that the Generalized Riemann Hypothesis implies P (k)  k2+ for any fixed  > 0,
and conjectured that P (k) k1+. In Section 2 we provide a heuristic which suggests
a more precise estimate for P (k).
Less work has been done on lower bounds for P (k). Here the aim is to improve
upon the lower bound P (k) ≥ (1 + o(1))φ(k) log k, which is a consequence of the
prime number theorem. Let logn x denote the n-iterated logarithm (log2 x = log log x,
logn+1 x = log(logn x)). Prachar [20] and Schinzel [22] showed that for each ` there are
infinitely many k with
p′(k, `) k log k log2 k
log4 k
(log3 k)
2
,
where p′(k, `) is the first prime q > k with q ≡ ` (mod k). Wagstaff [23] showed a
similar result for prime k.
It is very likely that P (k)/(φ(k) log k) tends to infinity as k tends to infinity (see
Section 2 below). A modification of the argument of Hensley and Richards [11] shows
that P (k)/(φ(k) log k) tends to infinity for prime k. Pomerance [19] made a significant
contribution when he showed that P (k)/(φ(k) log k) tends to infinity for almost every
k. Specifically, let Q be the set of integers k with more than exp(log2 k/ log3 k) distinct
prime factors. Pomerance showed that
P (k) ≥ (eγ + o(1))φ(k) log k log2 k
log4 k
(log3 k)
2
(1)
for every k 6∈ Q. Granville and Pomerance [9] later showed there are infinitely many
arithmetic progressions ` (mod k) such that
p(k, `) ≥ (2 + o(1))k log k log2 k
log4 k
(log3 k)
2
.
Our own improvement to the lower bound for P (k) builds upon the methods of
Pomerance [19]. His idea was to construct a long interval I of composite integers,
I = {a, a+ 1, . . . , a+ n}, and to consider k · I + t for an appropriately chosen t which
is coprime to k.
Making use of methods developed for studying large gaps between consecutive primes
[7], we prove the following theorem.
Theorem 1.1 Given  > 0, there exists k0() such that for all integers k > k0() with
no more than exp((1
2
− ) log2 k log4 k/ log3 k) distinct prime factors, we have
P (k) φ(k) log k log2 k log4 k/ log3 k.
The implied constant is effective.
We remark that the hypothesis in (1) on the number of prime factors of k may be
relaxed slightly, as in Theorem 1.1.
Let z(k) = exp((1
2
− ) log2 k log4 k/ log3 k). We note that the set of k which satisfy
the hypothesis of Theorem 1.1 has density one in the natural numbers. Indeed, by an
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elementary bound for the sum of the divisor function, we have
1
N
∑
k≤N
1ω(k)≥z(k)(k) ≤ O(1/
√
N) + 2−z(
√
N) 1
N
∑
√
N<k≤N
d(k)A 1
logA(N)
,
for any A > 0. Note that most k have about log2 k distinct prime factors, which is
much smaller than z(k).
Our main new ingredient in the proof of Theorem 1.1 is the use of the prime-detecting
sieves of Maynard-Tao, first introduced in [17]. Our proof of Theorem 1.1 follows the
work of Ford, Green, Konyagin, Maynard, and Tao [7] on large gaps between primes.
Their strategy relies on sieving an interval with residue classes ap (mod p), building
on the method of Westzynthius [26], as modified by Erdo˝s [4] and Rankin [21].
After some preliminary work, the authors of [7] use the Maynard-Tao sieve weights to
find residue classes that cover many primes simultaneously. Our approach is the same,
but a complication arises in that we may only sieve with primes that are coprime to
k. At a crucial part of the argument, we use each residue class to sieve primes and
small multiples of primes, as opposed to only primes as in [7]. We accomplish this by
modifying the Maynard-Tao weights from something like ∑
di|n+hi
λd1,...,dr
2 ,
to  ∑
di|n+hi
(di,M)=1
λd1,...,dr

2
,
where M is a product of very small prime divisors of k.
2. Heuristics supported by data for k ≤ 106
In this section we develop a heuristic that suggests
lim inf
k
P (k)
φ(k) log2 k
= 1, lim sup
k
P (k)
φ(k) log2 k
= 2.
We interpret the process of finding a prime in residue classes as a variant of the coupon
collector problem, where the coupons are the residue classes coprime to k and we collect
a coupon as soon as we find a prime in that residue class. The heuristic is based on
standard results from the theory of probability. We also remark that the authors of [9]
conjecture that P (k) φ(k) log2 k for all k.
For a fixed k ∈ N, let mk be a parameter to be chosen later. Let pn denote the
nth prime and {a1, . . . , aφ(k)} be the full set of reduced residue classes modulo k. For
1 ≤ j ≤ φ(k), define Ej to be the event that p1, . . . , pmk 6≡ aj (mod k). The E in Ej
can be thought of as being shorthand for “empty,” i.e. the set of the first mk primes
equivalent to aj modulo k is the empty set. Set
Ak := E1 ∪ · · · ∪ Eφ(k).
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Thus Ak represents the event that P (k) > pmk . Our heuristic relies on the following
three assumptions. We assume that the residue classes p1, . . . , pn are fixed and describe
the distribution of the residue class for pn+1:
(i) For any i ≤ n such that pn+1 − pi < k, we require that pn+1 is in a different
residue class than pi modulo k,
(ii) The residue class for pn+1 is distributed uniformly from the remaining residue
classes; the ones not eliminated in part (i),
(iii) The events Ak are pairwise independent for all prime k.
Condition (i) is meant to model the basic fact that two primes that are close to each
other must lie in distinct residue classes. We remark here that if we simply assumed
that the residue classes modulo k for each prime were independent and uniform, Lemma
2.1 below would remain unchanged.
Thus, assumptions (i) and (ii) imply that the probability space is
Ωk = {(x1, x2, . . . , xmk) ∈ {1, . . . , φ(k)}mk : xi 6= xj if |pi − pj| < k},
equipped with the uniform probability measure. To understand lim infk P (k) and
lim supk P (k) we consider
∏∞
k=1 Ωk equipped with the probability measure guaranteed
by Kolmogorov’s extension theorem (see Theorem 2.1.14 of [3]). We remark that some
care must be taken with assumption (iii). For instance, it is not reasonable to assume
that Ak and A2k are independent.
We set pit := |{j < t : pt − pj < k}|. We compute the following probabilities exactly
using conditional probability, induction, and, most importantly, assumptions (i) and
(ii):
P(Ei) =
∏
t≤mk
(
1− 1
φ(k)− pit
)
,
P(Ei ∩ Ej) =
∏
t≤mk
(
1− 2
φ(k)− pit
)
(i 6= j).
Note that the Brun-Titchmarsh inequality implies pit  klog k , while φ(k) klog log k , and
so
P(Ei) = exp
(
− mk
φ(k)
(1 + o(1))
)
,
P(Ei ∩ Ej) = exp
(
− mk
φ(k)
(2 + o(1))
)
(i 6= j).
We remark that the same estimates would hold if we had assumed that the residue
classes of the primes were independent and uniformly distributed.
Lemma 2.1 (Probabilistic heuristic) Fix 0 <  < 1/2 and assume (i), (ii) and (iii)
above. Then
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P(P (k) ≥ pmk occurs infinitely often) = 0 if mk = d(2 + )φ(k) log φ(k)e,
P(P (k) ≥ pmk occurs infinitely often) = 1 if mk = b(2− )φ(k) log φ(k)c,
P(P (k) ≤ pmk occurs infinitely often) = 1 if mk = d(1 + )φ(k) log φ(k)e,
P(P (k) ≤ pmk occurs infinitely often) = 0 if mk = b(1− )φ(k) log φ(k)c.
Proof. We will use the first and second Borel-Cantelli lemmas, which can be found in
any graduate text in probability (for instance, section 2.3 of [3]).
By the first Bonferroni inequality, we have
P(Ak) ≤
φ(k)∑
j=1
P(Ej) = φ(k)
∏
t≤mk
(
1− 1
φ(k)− pit
)
.
If mk = d(2 + )φ(k) log φ(k)e then we have
∞∑
k=1
P(Ak) ≤
∞∑
k=1
φ(k) exp
(
− mk
φ(k)
(1 + o(1))
)
≤
∞∑
k=1
1
φ(k)(1+)(1+o(1))
<∞.
The second Bonferroni inequality implies
P(Ak) ≥ φ(k)
∏
t≤mk
(
1− 1
φ(k)− pit
)
−
(
φ(k)
2
) ∏
t≤mk
(
1− 2
φ(k)− pit
)
.
If mk = b(2− )φ(k) log φ(k)c we obtain∑
k prime
P(Ak) ≥
∑
k prime
[
φ(k) exp
(
− mk
φ(k)
(1 + o(1))
)
−
(
φ(k)
2
)
exp
(
− mk
φ(k)
(2 + o(1))
)]
≥
∑
k prime
(
1
φ(k)(1−)(1+o(1))
− 1
φ(k)(2−2)(1+o(1))
)
=∞.
In conclusion, we have
∑∞
k=1 P(Ak) <∞ if mk = d(2 + )φ(k) log φ(k)e,∑
k prime P(Ak) =∞ if mk = b(2− )φ(k) log φ(k)c.
When mk = d(2 + )φ(k) log φ(k)e, the first Borel-Cantelli lemma implies that Ak
occurs infinitely often with probability 0, giving the first claim. When mk = b(2 −
)φ(k) log φ(k)c, the second Borel-Cantelli lemma, along with assumption (iii), estab-
lishes the second claim.
We now assume mk = d(1 + )φ(k) log φ(k)e. Note that the event P (k) ≤ pmk is
precisely Ack and
P(Ack) ≥ 1− φ(k)
∏
t≤mk
(
1− 1
φ(k)− pit
)
≥ 1− 1/φ(k)(1+o(1)) = 1− o(1).
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Now the third claim follows from the second Borel-Cantelli lemma along with assump-
tion (iii).
It remains to show the fourth claim. Assume mk = b(1− )φ(k) log φ(k)c. Inclusion-
exclusion is no longer useful as the first few summands are too large. The new idea is
to show that the events Ec1, . . . , E
c
φ(k) are negatively correlated, that is
P(Ec1 ∩ . . . ∩ Ecφ(k)) ≤ P(Ec1) · · ·P(Ecφ(k)). (2)
Intuitively, if the first few coupons are known to be collected, then it is slightly less
likely that the next coupon will also be collected. By induction, it is enough to show,
for 1 ≤ t ≤ φ(k)− 1, that
P(Ec1 ∩ . . . ∩ Ect+1) ≤ P(Ec1 ∩ . . . ∩ Ect )P(Ect+1).
This is equivalent to
P(Ec1 ∩ . . . ∩ Ect |Ect+1) ≤ P(Ec1 ∩ . . . ∩ Ect ).
Using that, for any nonempty events C and D, one has P(C|Dc) ≤ P(C) if and only if
P(C|D) ≥ P(C), this is equivalent to
P(Ec1 ∩ . . . ∩ Ect |Et+1) ≥ P(Ec1 ∩ · · · ∩ Ect ).
For any C ⊂ {p1, . . . , pmk}, let F (C) be the event that C is the set of primes p ≤
pmk congruent to at+1 (mod k). Observe that conditioning on F (C) is equivalent to
removing one residue class and primes in C from the probability space. Then Et+1
corresponds to the case C = ∅. Since P(Ec1 ∩ . . . ∩ Ect |F (C)) is monotone decreasing in
|C|, we have P(Ec1 ∩ . . . ∩ Ect |F (C)) ≤ P(Ec1 ∩ . . . ∩ Ect |Et+1). Then
P(Ec1 ∩ . . . ∩ Ect ) =
∑
C⊂{p1,...,pmk}
P(Ec1 ∩ . . . ∩ Ect |F (C))P(F (C))
≤ P(Ec1 ∩ . . . ∩ Ect |Et+1)
(∑
C
P(F (C))
)
= P(Ec1 ∩ . . . ∩ Ect |Et+1).
This shows (2). We also have
P(Ec1) · · ·P(Ecφ(k)) =
(
1−
∏
t≤mk
(
1− 1
φ(k)− pit
))φ(k)
≤ exp (−φ(k)(1+o(1))) k−2.
(3)
The final claim now follows from (2) and the first Borel-Cantelli lemma. 
Applying Lemma 2.1, the prime number theorem and the fact that log φ(k) ∼ log k,
we obtain lim infk P (k)/φ(k) log
2 k = 1 with probability 1. In a similar manner, it also
follows from Lemma 2.1 that lim supk P (k)/φ(k) log
2 k = 2 with probability 1.
We remark that Wagstaff [24] provides a heuristic, supported by numerical data,
which claims that the typical value of P (k) is φ(k) log2 k. Indeed, one could ap-
ply a variant of the weak law of large numbers as in Example 2.2.3 in [3] to get
P (k)/φ(k) log2 k → 1 in probability. In Figure 1 we calculate
P (k)/(φ(k) log(φ(k)) log k),
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for k ≤ 106. Note that this quantity is very concentrated near 1.
We remark that the third and fourth claims of Lemma 2.1 are basically a medium
deviation result of the coupon collector problem similar in spirit to that of Example
3.6.6 in [3]. In the notation there, x is required to be fixed, but we require x to be
of size − log φ(k). From this perspective, we understand why the exp (−φ(k)(1+o(1)))
appeared in (3). In Figure 2 we show the distribution of the quantity
rk =
P (k)− φ(k) log φ(k) logP (k)
φ(k) logP (k)
,
for k up to 106 is approximately P(rk ≤ x) = e−ec−bx , a Gumbel distribution, where
b ≈ 1.45 and c ≈ −13.6/e. This should be compared to example 3.6.6 in [3]. In fact,
if ξn are independent variables with P(ξn (mod k) = ai) = 1φ(k) for all residue classes
ai coprime to k, then equation (2) in [5] implies that the waiting time for each residue
class to be filled
w(k) := min{n : there exists t ≤ n such that ξt ≡ ai, for all i = 1, · · · , φ(k)},
has the asymptotic distribution
lim
k→∞
P
(
w(k)
φ(k)
− log(φ(k)) < x
)
= e−e
−x
.
Due to assumption (i), it is not clear that rk has a limiting distribution. If rk does
have a Gumbel distribution, it is not clear what the expected parameters should be.
Our conditions (i), (ii), and (iii) are not the only reasonable simplifying assumptions
one could imagine for a probabilistic model of P (k). Nevertheless, the nature of the
coupon collector problem is that many coupons are collected quickly and one has to
wait a long time to collect the last few coupons (see the calculations in Example 2.2.3
in [3]). With any set of assumptions, we inevitably arrive at the situation where we
are seeking a prime in one of very few residue classes. We are unable to think of any
set of assumptions that would allow us to have any control of this part of the process.
3. Notation and Conventions
For a set of primes S and for each p ∈ S, let ap (mod p) be a residue class. We will
denote this sequence of residue classes by (ap (mod p))p∈S, or simply by (ap) or even
~a when the meaning is clear from context.
We will use ~a to denote a sequence of residue classes chosen randomly from a prob-
ability distribution.
For a positive integer n, we set P+(n) to be the largest prime factor of n (P+(1) := 1).
We also let φ(n) denote Euler’s totient function.
We say h1, . . . , hr ∈ Z is an admissible r-tuple if for every prime p we have {h1
(mod p), . . . , hr (mod p)} 6= Z/pZ.
Let L = {L1, . . . , Lk} be a set of distinct linear functions Li(n) = ain+ bi, 1 ≤ i ≤ k,
where ai, bi are integers. We say L is admissible if
∏k
i=1 Li(n) has no fixed prime divisor.
That is, for every prime p, there is an integer np such that
∏k
i=1 Li(np) is coprime to p.
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4
Figure 1. Histogram for P (k)/φ(k) log(φ(k)) log k for k ≤ 106
We use X = O(Y ) to mean there exists a constant C > 0 such that |X| ≤ CY
throughout the domain of X. We write X  Y to mean X = O(Y ). If the implied
constant may be taken to be one, we write X = O≤(Y ). The notation X  Y means
X  Y and Y  X.
We write g(k) = o(f(k)) if g(k)
f(k)
= o(1), and f(k) ∼ g(k) if f(k) = (1 + o(1))g(k).
The notation o(1) denotes a quantity that tends to zero as k goes to infinity.
From now on all implied constants may depend on , and any other dependence is
explicitly noted.
4. Outline of the proof of Theorem 1.1
We give an informal description of the proof of Theorem 1.1 before turning to the
details in earnest. Nothing in this section will be used in later sections.
We use a theorem of Pomerance [19] to reduce to showing there exist residue classes
of primes ≤ (1−o(1)) log k that cover an interval of length y. Here y is much larger than
log k. The caveat is that we are not allowed to use primes which divide k. We choose
many of these residue classes to be ≡ 0 (mod p). We crucially use smooth number
estimates to show that what remains after this first step is substantially smaller than
what naive heuristics (or a sieve) would predict. It is in this step that our assumption
on the number of prime divisors of k is most important. The main difference from the
arguments of [7] already appears in this step, as we are left with both primes and small
multiples of primes.
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Figure 2. Histogram of rk =
P (k)−φ(k) log φ(k) logP (k)
φ(k) logP (k)
for k ≤ 106, and the
density function of the distribution e−e
c−bx
, with b ≈ 1.45, c ≈ −13.6/e .
Next, we choose many of the residue classes of the medium-sized primes uniformly
at random. It is important that these primes are not too small, in order to show what
remains after this step has nice distributional properties (see Lemma 7.2).
In the third step, we condition on the random residue classes chosen in the previous
step and choose the residue classes for large primes  log k. This step is also random,
but we use a modified version of the Maynard-Tao weights to create our probability
distribution. What remains from the previous two steps is a sparse subset of an in-
terval of length y. In general, one cannot hope to cover such a set without additional
information. For instance, if what remained consisted of L consecutive integers, we
could only hope to cover  L/ log k integers with each prime.
We use the fact that what remains after step one is typically covered by our modifi-
cation of the Maynard-Tao weights and that, with high probability, what remains after
step two interacts well with the Maynard-Tao weights. This would already give an
improvement to Theorem 3 of [19], but we seek to optimize our argument by utilizing
a hypergraph covering lemma from [7]. This ensures that the residue classes from this
third step cover what remains almost disjointly.
In the final step, what remains is so small that we use our leftover primes, saved just
for this purpose, to cover unsieved elements one at a time.
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5. First Steps towards Theorem 1.1
Our proof of Theorem 1.1 begins with a result due to Pomerance [19]. For m ∈ N
we define Jacobsthal’s function g(m) to be the largest difference between consecutive
integers coprime to m. Thus for instance, there exist g(m)− 1 consecutive integers all
of which have a prime factor in common with m.
Lemma 5.1 Suppose k,m are integers, with 0 < m ≤ k
1+g(k)
and (m, k) = 1. Then
P (k) > (g(m)− 1)k.
Proof. This is Theorem 1 of [19]. 
Fix  > 0, and let
x := (1− ) log k.
We apply this lemma with
m =
∏
p≤x
p-k
p.
By the prime number theorem we have m < k1−/2 for all large k. A simple sieve
argument shows g(m)  (logm)O(1), and Iwaniec [12] showed g(m)  log2m. Thus,
the hypotheses of Lemma 5.1 are satisfied for our choice of m when k is sufficiently
large. The proof of Theorem 1.1 is then reduced to proving
g(m) φ(k)
k
log k log2 k
log4 k
log3 k
. (4)
6. Random Construction
Our proof of Theorem 1.1 closely follows the arguments of [7]. The arguments in
this section correspond to Section 4 of [7].
Let y := ckx log x log3 x/ log2 x, where ck ∈ (0, 1] is a parameter, defined below in
(6), that satisfies ck  φ(k)k . Our goal is to find residue classes (ap (mod p))p|m such
that for every integer n ∈ (x, y], we have n ≡ ap (mod p) for some p dividing m. By
the Chinese remainder theorem there exists t ∈ N such that t ≡ −ap (mod p) for all
p dividing m. Thus, for every n ∈ (x, y] there exists a prime p dividing m such that
t+ n ≡ −ap + ap ≡ 0 (mod p), which shows that g(m) ≥ y − x.
Let
z := exp
((
1− 
2
)
log x log3 x
log2 x
)
,
and consider the disjoint sets of primes
S := {s prime: log20 x < s ≤ z, s - k},
P := {p prime: x/2 < p ≤ x, p - k}.
We choose the residue classes (ap (mod p))p|m = (ap)p|m in four stages.
Stage 1. Choose ap ≡ 0 (mod p) for the primes p ≤ log20 x and p ∈ (z, x/4];
Stage 2. For each prime s ∈ S, select each as (mod s) independently and uniformly at
random. Let ~a := (as (mod s))s∈S ;
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Stage 3. For each prime p ∈ P , select a residue class bp (mod p) strategically depending
on ~a;
Stage 4. Select residue classes for primes in (x/4, x/2] to cover the elements of (x, y] left
uncovered by earlier stages, matching each uncovered element with a prime and
choosing residue classes accordingly.
Hence, to prove (4) it is sufficient to show that the number of elements left uncovered
after the first three stages is less than pi(x/2)− pi(x/4) = (1 + o(1)) x
4 log x
.
After stage 1, what remains uncovered in (x, y] falls into one of the following three
sets.
• ZS := {n : P+(n) ≤ z},
• ZR := {n : there exists p | n such that p | k and z < p < x/4},
• MQ := {n = mq : p | m implies p | k and p ≤ 4y/x; q is a prime in (x/4, y] }.
0 (mod p)
log20 x
S
z
0 (mod p)
x/4
Stage 4
x/2
P
x
MQ
y
We show that #ZS and #ZR are small enough to be easily covered in stage 4.
Rankin’s method [21] for estimating smooth numbers, which can be found in [6], for
instance, gives
#ZS ≤ ye−(1+o(1)) log ylog z log( log ylog z ) = y
log2/(1−)+o(1) x
= o
(
x
log x
)
.
The assumption that ω(k) ≤ exp((1
2
− ) log2 k log4 k/ log3 k) implies
#ZR ≤
∑
p>z,p|k
y
p
≤ y
z
exp
((
1
2
− 
)
log2 k
log4 k
log3 k
)
≤ y exp
(
− 
3
log3 x
log2 x
log x
)
= o
(
x
log x
)
.
For residue classes ~a = (as (mod s))s∈S and ~b = (bp (mod p))p∈P , define the sifted
sets
S(~a) : = {n ∈ Z : n 6≡ as (mod s), for all s ∈ S},
T (~b) : = {n ∈ Z : n 6≡ bp (mod p), for all p ∈ P}.
Thus, it is enough to show there exist ~a and ~b such that
#(MQ∩ S(~a) ∩ T (~b)) ≤ x
6 log x
. (5)
Define
M :=
∏
p≤log x
p|k
p, κ :=
∏
log20 x<p≤z
p|k
p.
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We note here that it is important for the definition of M that y/x log x. Set
ck := c
φ(M)
M
φ(κ)
κ
, (6)
where c > 0 is some small fixed constant. Let
σ :=
∏
s∈S
(
1− 1
s
)
∼ 40
1− 
κ
φ(κ)
(log2 x)
2
log x log3 x
. (7)
In the second stage ~a is chosen randomly, and with probability 1 − o(1) the set
MQ∩ S(~a) has the expected size σ#MQ. We then want to use each residue class bp
(mod p) to cover many elements of MQ∩ S(~a).
For the method to work, it is crucial that we choose (bp) depending on (as), since
we want (bp) to sieve out elements of MQ left uncovered by (as). The next lemma is
the main tool that eventually allows us to do this.
Lemma 6.1 Let x, y be as above. Then there is a quantity C with
C  1
c
,
with the implied constants independent of c, a tuple of positive integers (h1, . . . , hr) with
r ≤ √log x and some way to choose random vectors ~a = (as (mod s))s∈S and ~n = (np
(mod p))p∈P such that there exist P(~a) ⊂ P with #P(~a) =
(
1 +O
(
1
log3 x
))
#P.
• For every ~a and all p ∈ P(~a),
P(q ∈ ep(~a)|~a = ~a) ≤ x−1/2−1/10, (8)
where ep(~a) := {np + hip : 1 ≤ i ≤ r} ∩MQ∩ S(~a).
• With probability 1− o(1),
#(MQ∩ S(~a)) ≤ c 41
1− 
x
log x
log2 x. (9)
• Call an element ~a good if, for all but at most O( 1
log22 x
#(MQ∩S(~a))) elements
of MQ∩ S(~a),∑
p∈P(~a)
P(q ∈ ep(~a)|~a = ~a) = C +O≤
(
1
log22 x
)
. (10)
Then ~a is good with probability 1− o(1).
We use the following lemma, which is Corollary 4 of [7], to ensure we may find residue
classes (bp (mod p)) that sieve almost disjointly.
Lemma 6.2 Let x → ∞. Let P ′,Q′ be sets with #P ′ ≤ x and #Q′ > (log2 x)3. For
each p ∈ P ′, let ep be a random subset of Q′ satisfying the size bound
#ep ≤ r = O
(
log x log3 x
log22 x
)
.
Assume the following:
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• (Sparsity) For all p ∈ P ′ and q ∈ Q′,
P(q ∈ ep) ≤ x−1/2−1/10.
• (Uniform covering) For all but at most 1
log22 x
#Q′ elements of Q′, we have∑
p∈P ′
P(q ∈ ep) = C +O≤
(
1
log22 x
)
,
for some quantity C independent of q satisfying 5
4
log 5 ≤ C  1.
• (Small codegrees) For any distinct q1, q2 ∈ Q′,∑
p∈P ′
P(q1, q2 ∈ ep) ≤ x−1/20.
Then for any positive integer m ≤ log3 x
log 5
, we can find random sets e′p ⊂ Q′ for each
p ∈ P ′ such that
#{q ∈ Q′ : q 6∈ e′p for all p ∈ P ′} ∼ 5−m#Q′
with probability 1− o(1). The decay rate in the o(1) and ∼ notation are uniform in P ′
and Q′.
Now we show how Lemmas 6.1 and 6.2 imply (4). Let 0 < c < 1/2 be small enough
so that 5
4
log 5 ≤ C. Take m = b log3 x
log 5
c. Let ~a be a vector such that (9) and (10) hold.
We use Lemma 6.2 with P ′ = P(~a) and Q′ = MQ ∩ S(~a) for the random variable
np conditioned to ~a = ~a. Then (8) implies the sparsity condition, and (10) gives the
uniform covering condition.
Let q1, q2 be distinct elements ofMQ∩S(~a). If q1, q2 ∈ ep(~a) then p | q1− q2. Since
q1 − q2 = O(x log x) and p  x, there is at most one p0 ∈ P ′ dividing q1 − q2, which
implies ∑
p∈P ′
P(q1, q2 ∈ ep(~a)) ≤ P(q1 ∈ ep0(~a)) ≤ x−1/2−1/10.
This gives the small codegrees condition.
By Lemma 6.2, there exist variables e′p(~a) satisfying
#{q ∈MQ∩ S(~a) : q 6∈ e′p for all p ∈ P ′} ∼ 5−m#(MQ∩ S(~a))
cx
log x
(11)
with probability 1− o(1), the implied constant being absolute. Since e′p = {n′p + hip :
1 ≤ i ≤ r} ∩MQ∩ S(~a), for some random integer n′p, we can choose some n′p so that
(11) holds. For each p ∈ P(~a) set bp ≡ n′p (mod p), and for each p 6∈ P(~a) set bp ≡ 0
(mod p). Taking c sufficiently small gives (5) which suffices to prove (4).
7. Proof of Lemma 6.1
In this section, we show how the existence of a good sieve weight implies Lemma 6.1,
following Section 6 of [7]. Indeed, the methods are identical to those of [7]. However,
we must make some minor changes since σ and MQ are different in our situation.
Set r := blog1/5 xc and let (h1, h2, . . . , hr) be an admissible r-tuple contained in
[0, 2r2]: for instance, one can take (h1, . . . , hr) to be the first r primes greater than
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r. The following lemma is the main tool for showing the existence of good choices for
(bp)p∈P .
Lemma 7.1 Let x, y be defined as before, and suppose x is sufficiently large. Let r be
an integer with
r0 ≤ r ≤ log1/5 x,
for some sufficiently large absolute constant r0, and let (h1, h2, . . . , hr) be an admissible
r-tuple contained in [0, 2r2]. Then there exists a positive quantity τ ≥ x−o(1), a positive
quantity u depending only on r with u  log r, and a non-negative weight function
w(p, n) defined on P × ([−y, y] ∩ Z) such that
• Uniformly for every p ∈ P,∑
n∈Z
w(p, n) =
(
1 +O
(
1
log102 x
))
τ
M
φ(M)
y
logr x
. (12)
• Uniformly for every q ∈MQ and i = 1, 2, . . . , r,∑
p∈P
w(p, q − hip) =
(
1 +O
(
1
log102 x
))
τ
u
r
x
2 logr x
. (13)
• Uniformly for all p ∈ P and n ∈ Z,
w(p, n) = O
(
x1/3+o(1)
)
. (14)
The weight w(p, n) can be thought of as a smoothed out indicator function of n +
h1p, . . . , n+ hrp all being “almost inMQ”. By “almost inMQ” we mean numbers of
the form mq′, where m is defined as before and q′ has only large prime factors. Thus, in
light of (12), the weights are of size τ on average. In this section we show how Lemma
7.1 implies Lemma 6.1. Lemma 7.1 will be proved in a later section.
Recall that ~a = (as (mod s)) are chosen uniformly and independently for s ∈ S.
Lemma 7.2 Let t ≤ log x and let n1, . . . , nt be distinct integers in [−x2, x2]. Then
P(n1, . . . , nt ∈ S(~a)) =
(
1 +O
(
1
log16 x
))
σt
Proof. Identical to Lemma 6.1 in [7]. 
Lemma 7.2 quantifies the fact that the events n ∈ S(~a) are almost independent for
different choices of n. Its uniformity will be useful in what follows and is the most
crucial property provided by our choices of ~a. For instance, the following corollary
easily establishes (9).
Corollary 7.3 With probability 1−O(1/ log6 x),
# (MQ∩ S(~a)) =
(
1 +O
(
1
log4 x
))
σ#MQ ≤ c 41
1− 
x
log x
log2 x. (15)
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Proof. From Lemma 7.2,
E#(MQ∩ S(~a)) =
∑
q∈MQ
P(q ∈ S(~a)) =
(
1 +O
(
1
log16 x
))
σ#MQ,
E (#(MQ∩ S(~a)))2 =
∑
q1,q2∈MQ
P(q1, q2 ∈ S(~a))
=
(
1 +O
(
1
log16 x
))(
σ#MQ+ σ2#MQ(#MQ− 1)) ,
Thus,
E (#(MQ∩ S(~a))− σ#MQ)2 = O
(
1
log16 x
)
(σ#MQ)2 ,
and by Chebyshev’s inequality
P
(
|#(MQ∩ S(~a))− σ#MQ| ≥ σ#MQ
log4 x
)
 (σ#MQ)
2 / log16 x
σ2#MQ2 log−8 x 
1
log8 x
.

Our next aim is to prove (8). We consider the integers in [−y, y] with probability
density
P(n˜p = n) =
w(p, n)∑
n′ w(p, n
′)
.
For fixed ~a , let
Xp(~a) =
∑
n
P(n˜p = n)1{n+hip∈S(~a)∀i},
Zp(n;~a) = P(n˜p = n)1{n+hip∈S(~a)∀i}.
Let P(~a) denote the set of primes in P such that
|Xp(~a)− σr| ≤ σ
r
log3 x
. (16)
For p ∈ P \ P(~a), set np = 0. For p ∈ P(~a), let np have the conditional distribution
P(np = n|~a = ~a) = Zp(n;~a)
Xp(~a)
.
Lemma 7.4 With probability 1− O(1/ log3 x), P (~a) contains all but O( 1
log3 x
x
log x
) ele-
ments of P.
Proof. The proof is identical to Lemma 6.3 in [7]. 
Recall that ep(~a) = {np + hip : 1 ≤ i ≤ r} ∩MQ ∩ S(~a). Hence, for p ∈ P(~a), we
have
P(q ∈ ep(~a)) =
r∑
i=1
P(np = q − hip|~a = ~a) ≤ rx
1/3+o(1)
(1 + 1
log3 x
)σry
≤ x−1/2−1/10,
which proves (8).
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It remains to prove (10). Define C := φ(M)
M
ux
2σy
. Note that by our choice of y, (6),
and (7), we have
C =
φ(M)
M
ux
2σy
 φ(κ)
κ
φ(M)
M
log x log3 x
(log2 x)
2y
x log2 x 
1
c
.
Lemma 7.5 With probability 1−O(1/ log22 x), we have
σ−r
∑
p∈P(~a)
r∑
i=1
Zp(q − hip;~a) =
(
1 +O
(
1
log32 x
))
C,
for all but O
(
1
log22 x
# (MQ∩ S(~a))
)
elements of MQ∩ S(~a).
Proof. First we show that, with probability 1−O(1/ log x), replacing P(~a) by P has a
negligible effect on the sum. By Lemma 7.2, we have
E σ−r
∑
n
∑
p∈P
Zp(n;~a) = σ
−rE
∑
n
∑
p∈P
P(n˜p = n)P(n+ hip ∈ S(~a),∀i)
=
(
1 +O
(
1
log16 x
))
#P .
From (16) and Lemma 7.4, we have
E σ−r
∑
n
∑
p∈P(~a)
Zp(n;~a) = σ
−rE
∑
p∈P(~a)
∑
n
P(n˜p = n)1(n+ hip ∈ S(~a)∀i)
= σ−rE
∑
p∈P(~a)
Xp(~a) =
(
1 +O
(
1
log3 x
))
E#P(~a)
=
(
1 +O
(
1
log3 x
))
#P
Thus
E σ−r
∑
n
∑
p∈P\P(~a)
Zp(n;~a) = O
(
1
log3 x
#P
)
= O
(
x
log4 x
)
.
By Markov’s inequality, with probability 1−O
(
1
log x
)
,
σ−r
∑
n
∑
p∈P\P(~a)
Zp(n;~a) = O
(
x
log3 x
)
.
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By restricting n to q − hip for each i = 1, . . . , r, we see that with probability 1 −
O(1/ log x) we have
#
{
q ∈MQ∩ S(~a) :
∣∣∣∣∣∣σ−r
r∑
i=1
∑
p∈P\P(~a)
Zp(q − hip;~a)
∣∣∣∣∣∣ ≥ 1log x
}
≤ log x
∑
q∈MQ∩S(~a)
σ−r
r∑
i=1
∑
p∈P\P(~a)
Zp(q − hip;~a)
 rx
log2 x
 x
log x log22 x
.
By (12) and (13) in Lemma 7.1, we have for all q ∈MQ and for all 1 ≤ i ≤ r,∑
p∈P
P(n˜p = q − hip) =
(
1 +O
(
1
log102 x
))
C
r
.
Using this relation and Lemma 7.2, we have
E
∑
q∈MQ∩S(~a)
σ−r
r∑
i=1
∑
p∈P
Zp(q − hip;~a)
= σ−r
∑
q∈MQ
r∑
i=1
∑
p∈P
P(q + (hj − hi)p ∈ S(~a)∀j)P(n˜p = q − hip)
=
(
1 +O
(
1
log16 x
)) ∑
q∈MQ
r∑
i=1
∑
p∈P
P(n˜p = q − hip)
=
(
1 +O
(
1
log102 x
))
Cσ#MQ.
We also compute the second moment:
E
∑
q∈MQ∩S(~a)
(
σ−r
r∑
i=1
∑
p∈P
Zp(q − hip;~a)
)2
= σ−2r
∑
q∈MQ,pl∈P
il=1...,r,i=1,2
P(q + (hj − hil)pl ∈ S(~a),∀1 ≤ j ≤ r, l = 1, 2)
2∏
l=1
P(n˜pl = q − hilpl)
=
(
1 +O
(
1
log16 x
))
σ−1
∑
q∈MQ
(
r∑
i=1
∑
p∈P
P(n˜p = q − hip)
)2
=
(
1 +O
(
1
log102 x
))
C2σ#MQ,
where in the second equality the contribution of the diagonal terms is negligible. From
Corollary 7.3, we may assume that #(MQ∩S(~a)) = (1 +O(1/ log4 x))σ#MQ. Then
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by Markov’s inequality, we have
P
 ∑
q∈MQ∩S(~a)
(
σ−r
r∑
i=1
∑
p∈P
Zp(q − hip;~a)− C
)2
≥ σ#MQC
2
log82 x
 1
log22 x
.
Therefore, with probability 1−O(1/ log22 x), we have∑
q∈MQ∩S(~a)
(
σ−r
r∑
i=1
∑
p∈P
Zp(q − hip;~a)− C
)2
≤ σ#MQC
2
log82 x
.
It follows that with probability 1−O(1/ log22 x) we have
#
{
q ∈MQ∩ S(~a) :
∣∣∣∣∣σ−r
r∑
i=1
∑
p∈P
Zp(q − hip;~a)− C
∣∣∣∣∣ ≥ Clog32 x
}
 1
log22 x
σ#MQ 1
log22 x
#(MQ∩ S(~a)),
which concludes the proof. 
Since∑
p∈P(~a)
P(q ∈ ep(~a)|~a = ~a) =
(
1 +
(
1
log3 x
))
σ−r
r∑
i=1
∑
p∈P(~a)
Zp(q − hip;~a)
= C +O≤
(
1
log22 x
)
,
we obtain (10).
8. Proof of Lemma 7.1
We have seen that, in order to complete the proof of Theorem 1.1, it suffices to prove
the existence of a weight function w(p, n) with the properties claimed in Lemma 7.1.
In this section we make some preliminary reductions in order to apply a general result
of Maynard (Proposition 6.1 of [16]) on primes and linear forms.
The results on large prime gaps in [7] rely on Maynard-Tao prime-detecting sieve
weights. The biggest difference between the weights we use and the weights described
in [7] is the following. In [7], the authors use a parameter B to avoid Siegel zeros and
make their results effective. Here we modify B and set B = B∗M , where B∗ is the
parameter used to avoid Siegel zeros and M =
∏
p≤log x,p|k p, as above. We remark that
B∗ will either be one or a prime of size  log2 x. Now B is used not only to make
Theorem 1.1 effective, but also to avoid giving small weight to integers of the form
q′m, where q′ is prime and all the prime factors of m divide M . We remark that now
our B plays a more important role, yet we give it the same notation so it aligns well
with the statements of [16].
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Let L = {L1, . . . , Lr} be a set of distinct linear forms, Li(n) = ain + bi. Define the
singular series of L to be
S(L) :=
∏
s prime
s-B
(
1− ωL(s)
s
)(
1− 1
s
)−r
,
where
ωL(s) := #{n ∈ Z/sZ :
r∏
i=1
Li(n) ≡ 0 (mod s)}.
Since the two sums in Lemma 7.1 are different, we will require two sets of linear forms.
Fix a prime p ∈ P and let Lp := {Lp,1, . . . , Lp,r}, where
Lp,i(n) := n+ hip, i = 1, . . . , r. (17)
Fix q ∈MQ and i ∈ {1, . . . , r}, let L˜q,i := {L˜q,i,1, . . . , L˜q,i,r}, where
L˜q,i,j(n) :=
 n if j = i,(hj − hi)n+ q if j 6= i. (18)
For all that follows we set the level of distribution θ := 1
3
.
Lemma 8.1 There exist quantities Ir, Jr depending only on r with
Ir  (2r log r)−r, Jr  log r
r
Ir,
and weights w(p, n) such that the following assertions hold uniformly for xθ/10 ≤ R ≤
xθ/3.
• Uniformly in p ∈ P, we have∑
−y≤n≤y
w(p, n) =
(
1 +O
(
1
(log x)1/10
))
Br
φ(B)r
S(Lp)(2y)(logR)rIr. (19)
• Uniformly for q ∈MQ, and 1 ≤ i ≤ r, we have∑
p∈P
w(p, q − hip) =
(
1 +O
(
1
(log x)1/10
))
Br−1
φ(B)r−1
S(L˜q,i)( x
2 log x
)(logR)r+1Jr
+O
(
Br
φ(B)r
S(L˜q,i)x(logR)r−1Ir
)
.
• We have the upper bound w(p, n) x2θ/3+o(1) for all n ∈ Z, p ∈ P.
The implied constants depend at most on θ.
Lemma 8.1 will be proved below, basically as a direct consequence of Proposition 6.1
in [16]. We first show how Lemma 8.1 implies Lemma 7.1. We require the following
result about the singular series S(Lp) and S(L˜q,i).
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Lemma 8.2 Fix p ∈ P, q ∈ MQ, 1 ≤ i ≤ r, and let S(Lp) and S(L˜q,i) be defined as
above. Then
S(Lp) =
(
1 +O
( r
x
))
S(L˜q,i).
Proof. Let ω(s) := #{hi mod s |i = 1, . . . , r}, and define
S :=
∏
s prime
s-B
(
1− ω(s)
s
)(
1− 1
s
)−r
.
It is sufficient to prove that
S(Lp) =
(
1 +O
( r
x
))
S,
S(L˜q,i) =
(
1 +O
( r
x
))
S.
From (17), we see that n+ hip ≡ 0 (mod s) if and only if n ≡ −hip (mod s), thus
ωLp(s) =
 ω(s), if s 6= p,1, if s = p. (20)
Since p ≥ x
2
, this shows that S(Lp) =
(
1 +O
(
r
x
))
S.
Similarly, for the linear system (18), if s - q, the solutions to
n
∏
j 6=i
(q + (hj − hi)n) ≡ 0 (mod s),
are n ≡ 0 (mod s) and n ≡ q(hi− hj)−1 (mod s) for hi− hj 6≡ 0 (mod s), which gives
ω(s) solutions in total. If s | q, then ωL˜q,i(s) = 1, since n ≡ 0 (mod s) is the only
solution. Thus
ωL˜q,i(s) =
 ω(s), if s - q,1 if s|q. (21)
Since (s, B) = 1 and q ∈MQ we have s ≥ x/4, and so S(L˜q,i) =
(
1 +O
(
r
x
))
S. 
Now we show how Lemma 8.1 implies Lemma 7.1. Equation (14) in Lemma 7.1
follows directly from the last part Lemma 8.1 and our choice of θ = 1
3
.
Define a quantity τ by
τ := 2
Br
φ(B)r
φ(M)
M
S(Lp)(logR)r(log x)rIr.
We have Ir ≥ x−o(1) by Lemma 8.1, and it is easy to check that S(Lp) ≥ x−o(1) (see
Lemma 8.1 in [16]). By Mertens’ theorem φ(M)
M
≥ x−o(1), so we deduce that τ ≥ x−o(1).
This choice of τ then yields (12) by the first part of Lemma 8.1.
Define a quantity u by
u :=
φ(B)
B
M
φ(M)
logR
log x
rJr
2Ir
.
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By the definition of R we have logR
log x
 1, and Lemma 8.1 implies rJr
2Ir
 log r. We also
have the bound φ(B)
B
M
φ(M)
 1, since
φ(B∗)
B∗
= 1 +O
(
1
log2 x
)
.
It follows that u  log r. Taking these definitions of u and τ and using the second part
of Lemma 8.2, we obtain (13) from the second part of Lemma 8.1.
9. Construction of Sieve Weights
In this section we give the construction of the weights w(p, n) and prove Lemma
8.1. Much of this section is similar to Sections 7 and 8 of [7]. Additionally, we rely on
definitions and concepts introduced in [16]. Readers acquainted with either of those
papers will find this section familiar.
We observe that we cannot immediately apply the general results of Maynard [16] to
prove Lemma 8.1, since the linear forms in (19) vary with p. Some preparatory work
is therefore required.
We briefly touch upon the subject of Siegel zeros before discussing our weights
w(p, n). In order for our weights to have the desired properties, we will need to “avoid”
Siegel zeros.
Lemma 9.1 Let Q ≥ 100. Then there exists a quantity B∗ = B∗Q which is either equal
to one or is a prime of size  log2Q with the property that
1− σ  1
log(Q(1 + |t|))
whenever L(σ + it, χ) = 0 and χ is a character with modulus q ≤ Q and (q, B∗) = 1.
Proof. This is Corollary 6 of [7] with minor changes to notation. 
We use this lemma below with Q = exp(c
√
log x), so that B∗ is either one or is a
prime of size log2 x B∗ ≤ exp(c
√
log x).
We define W :=
∏
p≤2r2,p-B p. For p not dividing B, let ap,1(L) < · · · < ap,ωL(p)(L) be
the elements n of {1, . . . , p} for which p|∏ri=1 Li(ap,i). If p is also coprime to W , then
for each 1 ≤ c ≤ ωL(p), let jp,c = jp,c(L) be the least element of {1, . . . , r} such that
p|Ljp,c(ap,c(L)).
Let Dr(L) denote the set
Dr(L) := {(d1, . . . , dr) ∈ Nr : µ2(d1 · · · dr) = 1; (d1 · · · dk,WB) = 1;
(dj, p) = 1 whenever p - WB and j 6= jp,1, . . . , jp,ωL(p)}.
We have the singular series
SWB(L) :=
∏
p-WB
(
1− ωL(p)
p
)(
1− 1
p
)−r
.
Define the function ϕωL(d) :=
∏
p|d(p− ωL(p)), and let R be a quantity of size xθ/10 ≤
R ≤ xθ/3, where 0 < θ < 1 is an absolute constant. We set F to be a smooth function
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supported on the simplex Rr := {(x1, . . . , xr) ∈ Rr : xi ≥ 0,
∑
i xi ≤ 1}, and for any
(a1, . . . , ar) ∈ Dr(L) we define
y(a1,...,ar)(L) :=
1Dr(L)(a1, . . . , ar)W
rBr
φ(WB)r
SWB(L)F
(
log a1
logR
, . . . ,
log ar
logR
)
.
For any (d1, . . . , dr) ∈ Dr(L) we define
λ(d1,...,dr)(L) := µ(d1 · · · dr)d1 · · · dr
∑
di|ai, ∀i
y(a1,...,ar)(L)
ϕωL(a1 · · · ar)
,
and then define the function w = wr,L,B,R : Z→ R+ by
w(n) :=
 ∑
di|Li(n), ∀i
λ(d1,...,dr)(L)
2 .
Since F is supported on Rr we note that λ(d1,...,dr)(L) and y(a1,...,ar)(L) are supported
on
Sr(L) := Dr(L) ∩
{
(d1, . . . , dr) :
r∏
i=1
di ≤ R
}
.
Recall that {h1, . . . , hr} is an admissible r-tuple contained in [0, 2r2]. Set R =
(x/4)θ/3. We define the function w : P × Z→ R+ by
w(p, n) := 1[−y,y](n)wr,Lp,B,R(n)
for p ∈ P and n ∈ Z, with Lp = {Lp,i, i = 1, . . . , r} as defined in (17) and wr,Lp,B,R as
above. The set Lp is admissible since {h1, . . . , hr} is admissible. Following the proof
of Lemma 8.2 we find that
SBW (Lp) =
(
1 +O
( r
x
))
SBW
uniformly in p ∈ P andSBW independent of p. We also find that Sr(Lp) is independent
of p. In fact, when s - WB and s ≤ R we have wLp(s) = r, since hi ≤ 2r2 < s and
s 6= p. This implies
λ(d1,...,dr)(Lp) =
(
1 +O
( r
x
))
λ(d1,...,dr),
for some λ(d1,...,dr) independent of p and where the error term is independent of (d1, . . . , dr).
To estimate the sums appearing in Lemma 8.1, we appeal to the results of [16]. In
order to state these results, we require some notation and definitions.
Let L(n) = an+ b be a linear form, a 6= 0, where a, b ∈ Z. Let A be a set of integers
and P a set of primes. We define sets
A(x) := {n ∈ A : x ≤ n ≤ 2x},
A(x; q, a) := {n ∈ A(x) : n ≡ a(q)},
PL,A(x) := L(A(x)) ∩P,
PL,A(x; q, a) := L(A(x; q, a)) ∩P.
Define φL(q) := φ(|a|q)/φ(|a|).
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Definition 9.2 (Hypothesis 1, [17]) Let x be a large quantity, A a set of integers,
and L = {L1, . . . , Lr} a finite set of linear forms, and B a natural number. We allow
A,L, r, and B to vary with x. Let 0 < θ < 1 be a fixed quantity independent of x, and
let L′ be a subset of L. We say that the tuple (A,L,P, B, x, θ) obeys Hypothesis 1 at
L′ if we have the following three estimates:
(1) (A(x) is well-distributed in arithmetic progressions) We have∑
q≤xθ
max
a
∣∣∣∣#A(x; q, a)− #A(x)q
∣∣∣∣ #A(x)(log x)100r2 .
(2) (PL,A(x) is well-distributed in arithmetic progressions) For any L ∈ L′ we have∑
q≤xθ
(q,B)=1
max
a:(L(a),q)=1
∣∣∣∣#PL,A(x; q, a)− #PL,A(x)φL(q)
∣∣∣∣ #PL,A(x)(log x)100r2 .
(3) (A(x) is not too concentrated) For any q ≤ xθ and a ∈ Z we have
#A(x; q, a) #A(x)
q
.
We will only need Definition 9.2 in the following special case.
Lemma 9.3 Let x be a large quantity. Then there exists a natural number B∗ ≤ x,
which is either one or a prime, such that the following holds. Let A = Z, let P =
{p : p - k}, and let θ = 1
3
. Let L = {L1, . . . , Lr} be a finite set of linear forms
Li(n) = ain + bi (which may depend on x) satisfying r ≤ log1/5 x, and |ai|, |bi| ≤ xα
for some absolute constant α > 0. Let x/2 ≤ y ≤ x log2 x, and let L′ = ∅ or L′ = {n}.
Then (A,L,P, B, y, θ) obeys Hypothesis 1 at L′ with absolute implied constants.
Proof. Parts (1) and (3) of Hypothesis 1 are straightforward to verify, so it remains to
check (2). If L′ = ∅ then we are done, so assume L′ = {n}.
The set {p : y < p ≤ 2y, p - k} differs from {p : y < p ≤ 2y} by a set of size xo(1), by
our assumption on the number of distinct prime divisors of k. Hence∣∣∣#PL,A(y; q, a)− #PL,A(y)
φL(q)
∣∣∣
=
∣∣∣∣pi(2y; q, a)− pi(y; q, a)− pi(2y)− pi(y)φ(q)
∣∣∣∣+O(xo(1)).
Using Lemma 9.1 with Q := exp(c
√
log x) and modifying a standard proof of the
Bombieri-Vinogradov theorem (as in Lemma 7.2 of [7], for example), we find that∑
q≤x1/2−
(q,B∗)=1
max
a:(a,q)=1
∣∣∣∣#PL,A(y; q, a)− #PL,A(y)φL(q)
∣∣∣∣ y exp(−c√log x) +O(x1/2−+o(1))
 x
(log x)100r2
,
as desired. 
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We have the following theorem, which is Theorem 6 of [7].
Theorem 9.4 Fix θ, α > 0. Then there exists a constant C = C(θ, α) such that the
following holds. Suppose that (A,L,P, B, x, θ) obeys Hypothesis 1 at some subset L′
of L. Write r := #L, and suppose that x ≥ C,B ≤ xα, and C ≤ r ≤ (log x)1/5.
Moreover, assume that the coefficients ai, bi of the linear forms Li(n) = ain + bi in L
obey the bounds |ai|, |bi| ≤ xα for all i = 1, . . . , r. Then there exists a smooth function
F : Rr → R depending only on r and supported on the simplex Rr, and quantities Ir, Jr
depending only on r with
Ir  (2r log r)−r, Jr  log r
r
Ir,
such that for w(n) given in terms of F as above, the following assertions hold uniformly
for xθ/10 ≤ R ≤ xθ/3.
• We have∑
n∈A(x)
w(n) =
(
1 +O
(
1
(log x)1/10
))
Br
φ(B)r
S(L)#A(x)(logR)rIr.
• For any linear form L(n) = aLn+ bL in L′ with an coprime to B and L(n) > R
on [x, 2x] we have∑
n∈A(x)
1P(L(n))w(n) =
(
1 +O
(
1
(log x)1/10
))
φ(|aL|)
|aL|
Br−1
φ(B)r−1
S(L)#PL,A(x)(logR)r+1Jr
+O
(
Br
φ(B)r
S(L)#A(x)(logR)r−1Ir
)
.
• We have the upper bound w(n) x2θ/3+o(1) for all n ∈ Z.
Here the implied constants depend only on θ, α, and the implied constants in Hypothesis
1.
Note that B  x2, say, by the prime number theorem and the bound B∗ ≤
exp(c
√
log x).
We now turn to proving Lemma 8.1. The last part of that lemma follows immediately
from Theorem 9.4. Consider the sum
∑
nw(p, n) in Lemma 8.1. We have∑
n∈Z
w(p, n) =
∑
−y≤n≤y
w(p, n) =
∑
n∈A(2y)
wr,Lp−3y,B,R(n) +O(x
1−c+o(1))
where Lp−3y denotes the set of linear forms n→ n+hip−3y, which is still admissible.
We also have S(Lp − 3y) = S(Lp). We now apply the first part of Theorem 9.4 with
x replaced by 2y, L′ = ∅, and L = Lp − 3y, using Lemma 9.3 to obtain Hypothesis 1.
Thus ∑
n∈Z
w(p, n) =
(
1 +O
(
1
(log x)1/10
))
Br
φ(B)r
S(Lp)2y(logR)rIr.
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Fix q ∈ MQ and i ∈ {1, . . . , r}, and consider the sum ∑pw(p, q − hip) in Lemma
8.1. Consider the linear form L˜q,i in (18). Following the proof of Lemma 8.2, we have
SBW (L˜q,i) =
(
1 +O
( r
x
))
SBW ,
and similarly
λ(d1,...,dr)(L˜q,i) =
(
1 +O
( r
x
))
λ(d1,...,dr).
This implies
wr,L˜q,i,B,R(p) =
(
1 +O
( r
x
))
wr,Lp,B,R(q − hip)
whenever p ∈ P (the implicit di summation variable on both sides is equal to 1). Thus∑
p∈P
w(p, q − hip) =
(
1 +O
( r
x
)) ∑
n∈A(x/2)
1P(L˜q,i,i(n))wr,L˜q,i,B,R(n),
which is equal to(
1 +O
(
1
log102 x
))
Br−1
φ(B)r−1
S(L˜q,i) x
2 log x
(logR)r+1Jr
+O
(
Br
φ(B)r
S(L˜q,i)x(logR)r−1Ir
)
by Theorem 9.4. This completes the proof of Lemma 8.1.
10. Concluding Remarks
Note that in the proof of Theorem 1.1 we chose y as large as possible, essentially
subject to the condition
σ
u
M
φ(M)
y
log y
 x
log x
.
Here we were able to take u = log r  log2 x, in light of the results of [16]. Under the
Hardy-Littlewood prime tuples conjecture, one could take u = r rather that u = log r.
The Hardy-Littlewood prime tuples conjecture suggests that the number of integers
n ≤ y such that n + h1, . . . , n + hr are all prime is ∼ c ylogr y , and so with this in mind
we do not expect to be able to take r too large. With this in mind, we predict that
under the Hardy-Littlewood prime tuples conjecture, one might be able to show
P (k) ≥ φ(k) log k log2−o(1)2 k,
which appears to be the limit of the current method. We remark that this in the same
spirit as what appears in equation 1.5 of [15], where Maier and Pomerance considered
the completely analogous problem of large gaps between primes.
The main obstacle to further improvements and to removing the restriction on the
number of prime factors of k in Theorem 1.1 is our inability to work with prime factors
larger than log k. We agree with Pomerance’s [19] opinion that the hardest case is
when k is a primorial.
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We observe that the methods we use to prove Theorem 1.1 only identify log k-
rough numbers. Inserting this into the heuristic in Section 2, one might expect that
the least log k-rough number in an arithmetic progression modulo k has order 
φ(k) log k log2 k (here we have used that the number of log k-rough numbers less than
k is ∼ e−γk/ log2 k). However, we expect this estimate for the least log k-rough num-
ber to be wrong, in light of what one could prove assuming a uniform prime tuples
conjecture. We believe the basic reason is the strength of smooth number estimates.
Appendix A. Numerical Data
Here is a complete table of values of k such that P (k)/φ(k) log φ(k) log k > 2− 0.05
for k ≤ 106, where R(k) := P (k) (mod k). We remark that our probabilistic heuristic
predicts that for any  > 0, P (k)/φ(k) log φ(k) log k > 2−  infinitely often.
k P (k) R(k) P (k)/φ(k) log φ(k) log k Factorization
4 5 1 2.60171 22
5 19 4 2.12894 51
6 7 1 2.81814 2131
461 37363 22 2.15991 4611
1623 123203 1478 2.20945 315411
1945 169937 722 1.96788 513891
3246 123203 3101 2.02004 21315411
10948 642973 7989 1.96035 2271171231
23636 2183963 9451 2.08501 221913111
199432 27361751 39567 1.98407 239712571
297491 94537921 233274 2.00862 52115711
732509 267676337 310552 2.00382 7325091
760303 280096127 304623 2.014 86318811
783968 136749709 339277 1.99594 25244991
903797 342032531 397265 2.01678 739112231
Note when k = 636184, P (k) = 56470591 and R(k) = 486399, whereas in [24], they
obtained P (k) = 116415479 and R(k) = 629991. We believe that they missed the
prime p = 8900383, which satisfies 8900383 ≡ 629991 (mod 636184).
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Here is a table of some statistics of the quantity P (k)/φ(k) log φ(k) log k.
P (k)/φ(k) log φ(k) log k number of k’s ≤ 106 proportion
> 2.05 15 1.5× 10−5
1.95 ∼ 1.05 377310 0.377
< 0.5 17 1.7× 10−5
We also provide a table of values of k ≤ 106 such that P (k)/φ(k) log φ(k) log k < 0.5
.
k P (k) R(k) P (k)/φ(k) log φ(k) log k Factorization
44 113 25 0.498394 22111
51 197 44 0.45178 31171
75 293 68 0.45992 3152
102 197 95 0.384071 2131171
105 419 104 0.484512 315171
110 331 1 0.477234 2151111
130 389 129 0.430084 2151131
150 293 143 0.396297 213152
198 643 49 0.494951 2132111
210 419 209 0.421704 21315171
228 761 77 0.455197 2231191
246 883 145 0.457522 2131411
312 1153 217 0.458184 2331131
420 1201 361 0.453772 22315171
462 1709 323 0.48484 213171111
528 2473 361 0.48579 2431111
570 2221 511 0.48907 213151191
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